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Report of our current stage of migration to the new BEXIS2 instance
Funded by
Andreas Ostrowski, Eleonora Petzold , Sirko Schindler
Background - Exploratories
# 300 field plots in 3 areas in Germany
# 44 projects (current phase)
# 285 project members (ditto)
DFG priority programme  (Schwerpunktprogramm): 
Exploratories for large-scale and long-term functional biodiversity research 
= open research platform for functional biodiversity
Background - BExIS
Crucial for success of project:
= need for central data repository and additional functionalities to support research
• interchange of data among projects
• integrative data analyses and data re-use
Migration aspects
BEXIS2 has focus on data.
Migration aspects
2 main work packages for migration:








Meta data Data structure Primary data AuthorizationAuthentication
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> 12,500 data rights
Research data migration
Research data




What progress since last?
Get data directly from BExIS database + auxiliary sources
Use of API calls to load data into BEXIS2
Research data migration
Research data
Meta data Data structure Primary data
What progress since last?
Metadata: 
• Still done (but enhancement planed) 
Primary data:
• Depends on data-structure mapping
• Versioning considered
• Matrix data as attachment (workaround)


















What progress since last?
Get data directly from BExIS database (+ auxiliary sources)









• Business administration module (BAM) in BEXIS2
• Own (instance specific) PartyTypes.xml
• List of project members with their project times








2 main work packages for migration:
Move data Provision of additional functionalities 
Provision of additional functionalities
Feature migration
Provision of additional functionalities 
What progress since last?
Functionality migration:
• Refactored modules to follow module handler specs
• Refactored modules to integrate party package
• Refactored modules to use notification system
Feature migration
Provision of additional functionalities 
Summary
2 main work packages for migration: Move data 
Data migration in good progress:
• Done:
• Metadata
• Data-structure (ongoing) 
• Primary data
• Authentication data (user names, passwords)
• Authorization information (data rights, system access, …)
• Account data (names, organization, addresses,  projects, …)
• Additional features data (Field book, Plot map, …)
• To do:
• Adapt to releases
• Mapping of data-structure from new datasets
Summary
2 main work packages for migration:
Functionality migration in progress:
• Refactoring done
• Development still in good progress :
• Resource Booking Management
• Event Management
• Graphical Research Area Management
• Document Upload
• LUI Calculation Tool
• Climate data integration
• To do:
• Photo Gallery
• Question-Answer-System
• Data visualizations
• Alumni administration
• Owner information
• Wiki
• webGIS?
Provision of 
additional 
functionalities 
Thanks!
